A little Touchnote can speak volumes on Mother’s day
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Touchnote.com, London, March 2009
Words alone cannot possibly thank mothers enough for doing, essentially, one of the most difficult jobs
in the world. It lasts for at least an expected 18 years – and all without pay, perks or annual leave!
So if you are lost for words this Mother’s Day then let Touchnote.com, the online card company, do the
talking for you.
Touchnotes are a great way to get creative and give your Mother’s Day card a really personal touch or
unique, cheeky twist using your own digital photos. You can even add captions to those special or funny
‘camera’ moments to put a smile (or maybe a cringe) on the best-mum-in-the-world’s face.
It’s easy to use – you simply upload your picture onto the Touchnote website (or pull one across from
your Picasa Web Album), add your personal message and within minutes, the card can be printed and sent
directly to mum or your lucky loved one or back to you if you wish to add a handwritten note.
So whether it’s a ‘golden oldie’ photograph of Mum in her heyday or a cheeky snap that she thought
would never be shown – you decide just what ‘tone’ you wish your Touchnote to be.
Don’t worry if you can’t decide on your own photo - Touchnote.com has just launched their impressive
gallery of over 900 images that includes magnificent and breathtaking images from the Natural History
Museum, the Royal Geographic Society archives as well as a wide range of amusing designs. Just simply
click the ‘subject’ of choice and browse swiftly through the gallery until you find something to
suit.
Razia Ahamed, serial card sender and Co-Founder, Touchnote says: “Everyone likes to receive post from a special someone whatever the occasion and it’s a real rarity
and treat these days to get something in the post that’s personal – it’s mainly bills or commercial
post nowadays.
If letters are the hardcopy equal to email then this is the equivalent to text. You can really speak
volumes with simple but personal imagery and captions and Touchnote.com is a more permanent ‘memoir’
than text as our ‘stand up’ card design allows you to display that “moment” – rather than
losing the message in the ‘phone upgrade’."
_____ ENDS _____

About Touchnote
Touchnote.com allows users to share moments and memories through personalised greetings cards.
Senders can opt to send the Touchnotes direct to the recipient or back to themselves for a handwritten
signature or note to be added.
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Touchnotes can be sent anywhere in the world, with prices per card starting from as little as £1.99 plus
postage and falling to 99p when purchased in bulk.
All cards are printed on 50 per cent recycled, chlorine free card and are posted from the UK.
Visit Touchnote.com, the online card company for that special personal touch: oYour picture (or one from the inspiring Touchnote.com gallery)
oYour message
oPosted
Touchnote.com delivers across the UK and anywhere else in the world. Using Royal Mail, Touchnote.com
provide next day UK delivery for any orders before noon (on a weekday).
Privately owned, Touchnote.com was founded late 2007 and is headquartered in London, England.
For more information:
Maria de la Peña
Email: maria@touchnote.com
077 906 377 95
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